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Westinghouse Water Reactor wert e cz * se

Electric Corporation Divisions ec,355
P:ttsturgh Pennseom 15230

March 31, 1981
Mr. James R. Miller, Chief AW-81-17
Standardization and Special Projects Branch
Division of Licensing
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Phillips Building-
7920 Norfolk Avenue
Bethesda, Maryland 20014

,,

APPLICATION FOR WITHHOLDING PROPRIETARY

INFORMATION FROM PUBLIC DISCLOSURE

SUBJECT: Proprietary Responses to " Request Number 5 for Additional Informa-
tion on WCAP-9500," NRC letter from R. L. Tedesco to T. M. Anderson,
March 24, 1981

REF: Westinghouse Letter No. NS-TMA-2409, Anderson to Miller, dated
March 31, 1981

Dear Mr. Miller:

The proprietary material transmitted by'the referenced letter supplements the
proprietary material previously submitted concerning a request for additional
information on WCAP-9500. Further, the affidavit submitted to justify the

material previously submitted, AW-78-23, is equally applicable to this material.

Accordingly, withholding the subject information from public disclosure is
requested in accordance with the previously submitted affidavit and applica-
tion for withholding, AW-78-23, dated March 21, 1978, a copy of which is
attached.

Correspondence with respect to this application for withholding or the accom-
panying affidavit should reference AW-81-17, and should be addressed to the
undersigned.

Very truly yours,

M
Robert A. Wiesemann, Manager/bek _

Attachment Regulatory & Legislative Affairs

- cc: E. C. Shomaker, Esq. -

.0ffice' of the Executive Legal Director, NRC

.

L810,40 8 063T.
__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ - __
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AFFIDAVIT .
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CCMMONWEALTH OF PEINSYL7ANIA:

M00Rl81x.Aj,-

CCUNTY OF ALLI~ ElY:J-

-

.
- -

*

Before me, the undersigned authority, per:cnally appeared...

Robert A. Wiesemann, who, being by me duly sworn acbording to law,

deposes and says that he is authori:ed to execute this Affidavit on
behalf of Westinghouse Gectric Corporation ("Jestinghouse") and that

the avemenb of fact set forth in this Affidavit are true and correct'

to the best of his kncwledge, infomation, and belief: ..

.

.

.

N N '!!9M
Rocer: A. Wiesemann, Managar

>-

Licensing Programs
: -

.

Zuorn to and subscribed
*'

befors.:e this : day

of Sl&$ 1975.
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(1) I am . Manager, Licensing Fregrams, in the ?ressuri:ed Water Reac:cr
.

Systems . Division, of Westingncuse Electric Cor;cration and as suen,
I have been specifically delegated the functicn of reviewing the
proprietary infor=ation scught to be withheld frem puclic disclosure

,
'

in connection with nuclear pcwer plant licensing or rulemaking
prcctedings, and a= autheri:ed to apply for its withhciding en

.

behalf of the Westinghcuse Natar Reactor Divisiens.-

.

.

(2) I am =aking this affidavit in conformance with the provisiens of
10 CFR Section 2.790 of the Ccamission's regulations and in cen-

,

junction with the Westinghouse application for withhciding
.

accompanying this Affidavit.

(3) I have personal knowledge of the criteria and precedures utili:ed
.

by Westinghcuse nuclear Energy Systams in designating information
as a trade secret, privileged or as confidential cc==ercial or
financial inferr.ation. .,,

.

(4) Fursuant to the provisions of ;aragraph (b)(4) of Sectica 2.790
of the Cc=sission's requiations, the folicwing is furnished for
consideration by the Cc= mission in deter =ining .vhether tne-

infor:ation scught ,tc be withheld frem public discicsure shcuid
ce withheld.

(i) The infor=ation scught to be withheid frem public disc!csure
is owned and has been held in confidenca by Nestinghouse.

.

(ii) The infor=ation is of a type custc=arily held in confidence
by Westingncuse and not custcmarily disclosed :s the public.
Westinghouse has a raticnal basis for determining the types
of information custemarily held in confidence by it and, in
that connection, utilizes a system to determine when and -

.

i

e
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whether to hold certain types of information in c:nfidence.
The application of that system and the substance of that
system constitutes Westinghousa policy and provides the
rational basis required.

--- - -- - - -

Criteria and Standards Utili:ed
.

In datarmining whether information in a document or report is'

-

' proprietary, the following criteria and standards are utilized
by Westinghouse. Information is proprietary if any one of.the

following are met:

(a) The information reveals the distinguishing aspects of
a precass (or c:mpenent, structure, tool, method, etc.)

.

where prevention of its use by any.of Westinghouse's
,

.

'

competitors without 1.icanse frem Westinghouse constitutes
a competitive econcmic advantage over other c mpanies.

.

. .

(b) It consists of supporting data, including test data,
relative to a process (or c:mponent, structure, tool,

| .

method, etc.), the application of which data secures a
ccmpetitive scenemic advantage, e.g., by optimization or-

F improved marketability.
|

(c) Its use by a c:mpeti r would reduce his expenditure of

resourcas or improve his c =pecitive position in the
design, =anufacture, shipment, installation, assurance of

,

quality, er licansing of a similar product.

(d) I reveals cost or ;rica infor.:stion, production capacities,
|

budgat levels, or c:=ercial strategies of Westinghouse,!

its cust:mers or suppliers. ,

,

- -- , ,,,,,-.--,,-n -,- - - .., --, ,, , wn .. - - , . - -- ,. _.- - . . _ .
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(e) It reveals as:ects of past, present, or future '4esting- ,

house or cus:=er funded develc;=en: plans and prograns
-

of potential c:=ercial value to '4estinghouse.-
!,

(f) It contains patentable ideas, for which ;atent protection .

-

say be desirable. .

.

.
(g) :t is ac: :ha ;r:;2r-/ of 'iestingneuse, but must be-

t satad as pr ;rie:3r/ by '4estinghouse ac: rding to ,

agreements with the cwner.

(iii) .The infomation is being transmitted to the C1sission in
:. .

confidenca and, under c e provisions of 10 CFR Section 2.790,
it is to be received in : nfidenca by the Co.=ission.

(iv) The information is not ava'iiable in public scurcas to the best.
of our knculedge and belief.4

.

.

informa:icn scught to be withheld in this
('/) The pr prietarf

submittal are the c:cies of slides utili:ed by '4estinghcuse in
its pres n 1:icn : the ::RC at the ?.ar:b 21, 1978 =eeting

=ncarning Oe ' des .inghcuse coti. ized fuel assently. The
,

3etter and :he :::iss of s14 des are being suhmitzed in pre-
Ce C:=is:ica f:r review and c:=ent on the

;

liminary f:r ::
'Jestinghousa :; .imi:ed fuel assacoly in advanca of a formal
submittsl for |tRC ac;reval..

Public disc!csure of cis information is likely to esusa
substantial ham to the cc=:atitive ;ositien of 'destinghouse
as it *nculd revea1 the descri;; ion of the accroved design, the
cc ;aris:n of the i=: roved design with the s:andard design,
the nature of the test's ::nducted, the test tenditions, the

test'results and ne conclusions of the testing program,

. . ~. _ . . . . . .. __.__ __ . _
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all of which is recogni:ed by the Staff to be of ccmpetitive
value and because of the large amoun: of effort and money

.

expended by Westinghouse over a period of several years in
carrying out this parcicular development program. Further, it

.

would enable c:mpetitors to use the infomation for comercial- '

purposes and also to meet NRC req'uirements for licensing
documentation, each without purchasing the right from Westing- ,

'

hcuse to use the infomation.-
.

.

Infomation regarding its development programs is valuable to
Westinghouse becausa:

-
.

(a) Infomation resulting frem its development programs gives
. .

Westinghouse a competi.tive advantage over its c:mpetitors.
It is, therefore, withheld frem disclosure to protect the
Westinghouse competitive position.

.

(b) It is infomation which is marketable in many ways. The ;
,

extent to which such inf~ormation is available to c:mpet--

_

itors diminishes the Westinghouse ability to sell products

|
and services involving the use of the infomation.-

l
-

| (c) Use by our ccmpetitor would put Westinghouse at a ccm-
petitive disadvantage by reducing his expenditure Of
resources at our expense.'

-
,

(d) Each component of proprietary infor=ation pertinent to a
particular compe'titive advantage is potentially as'

valuable as the total ecmpetitiw2 invantage. If ccm-

petitors ac:;uire components cf p: spr'etary infomation,
any one component may be .W 4 10 the entire puz:le,

thereby depriving Westinghcese of a competitive advantage.

\ ~

|
-

|
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The Westinghcuse capacity to invest corporate assets in(e)
- research and development depends uccn the success in'

obtaining and maintaining a competitive adv:nt:g:2-
-- -

*

haing an innovative concept, this information might not be discovered by
To duplicate this infor-

tha competitors of Westinghcuse independently. *

=ation, cc=petitors would Hrst. have to be similarly inspired and would
upend an effort similar to that of Westingh'cuse to developt,un h:va ::_'. ,

the design.

Further the deponent sayeth not.
. . ,
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E REQUEST MUMBER 5 FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON WCAP-9500
.

212.1. pages 15-5 thru 15-7 of the Regulatory Guide 1.70 (Rev. 3) requests
4

specific parameters whicn should be provided in FSARs. These para-

meters are necessary for the reviewer to fully understand
. .

the behavior of the plant under review and perform incependent

analyses, shoulc that be judged necessary. Based on the above needs,

provide, where missing, time dependent graphical ccmputer results of

the following relevant parameters for each Section 15 transient:

(1) neutron power

(2) - thermal power

(3) heatflux,averageandmaximum.
,

(4) reactor coolant system pressure

(5) Cecarture-frem nuclear boiling ratio (DNSR)

.(5) coolant conditions - core inlet temperature; core average temperature;
*

average and hot channel exit temperatures, including void fractions
,

(7) Maximum fuel centerline temperature and maximum clad temperature

(8) Total reactor coolant inventory anc mixture level in various

locations in the system (i.e., icop seals, core, pressuri::er, and

steam generator secondary sides)

(9) Secondary system parameters - steam flow rate; steam cressure and -

temperature; caeowater flow rate and temperature; emergency feecwater <

flow rate and temperature; steam generator inventory

(10) Emergency core cooling system flow rates and pressure differentials

across the core, as applicable;

(11)- Containment pressure

(12)' rplief and/or safety valve flow ra' y.

(13) Average and hot pin initial centerline temperature as a function

of fuel pin. elevation.

f For those parameters remaining constant, graohical outout is not required.
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RESPONSE TO CUESTION 212.1

xegul a:Ory uice , . /0, Rev. 2, rec:mmencs :na: all of :ne time ce:encen:
- -

u .

parameters te given. The list of parameters given in :ne :ues:icn is
statec as a list of examples Of the type of infermation c:nsiderec :c :e
relevant. Fcr any given transient, many of :ne partneters listec in the
table are rc: relevant to, not includec in, or unnecessary fer :ne
analysis : results of that particular transient. Westin;ncuse nas
icentiff ec and crganized relevant key parameters anc results fer each
tr ansi ent. Re:crting of this data in See:icn 15 cf WC.:?-;5CO meets :ne
infer ation recuirements of R.G.1.70 (Rev. 3) an: ;revices sufficien:

relevant information to cemenstrate safety of :ne plan: witn respec: to
each analyzed transient. Mcwever, the acci:icnal inf:r ati:n requirec

for each limiting steam line, feed line and less-of-c: clan: :reak will
:e su:piisc Dy a separa:e cover as scen as pcssicle.~

_

w % .- 4-g- -
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212.2 The SRP reccmmends, in many cases, that the initial ecwer for accident

calculations be 102 percent of rated pcwer. It is cur unders:anding that
'

your Improved Thermal Design Procedure does not recuire the assumotien

of 102 percent of power. Provide d'etailed justification for this position.

RESPONSE TO QUESTION 212.2

In WCAP-85c8 (NRC approved) the improved thermal design procedure is

cetail ed. In Section 5 of this report it explains how the accitional 2%

allowance fcr power has already been convoluted with other errors to
derive the target value DNBR. Therefore, since the 2% has already been
accounted for, it is not necessary that the initial power fer ac:icent
calculations be 102% of rated power.
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212.3 -Section 15.2.3 does not address the assumption of the most reactive rod

being in the stuck (withdrawn) position. Was the limiting rod assumed

stuck and were the peaking factors corresocndingly adjusted in the analyses?
.

If not, provide analyses accounting for the stuck roc anc the pcwer dis-

tribution (including the peaking factors) for the .:rt pin.

RESPONSE TO CUESTION 212.3

As discussed in Section 15.0.6, a total negative reactivity insert'on
following a reactor trip of 4% AK is assumed in the transient
analyses, unless stated otherwise. This trip worth is based on the
conservative assumptica that the highest worth RCCA is stuck in its
fully withdrawn position. Scme transients may assume scme other trip
worth, but the allowance for a stuck rod is made for every event in
which a reactor trip is assumed.

In the determination of shutdown margin, a stuck rod is assumec for all
events.

.

,

t
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212.2 A significant difference ' e: ween the optimized anc :ne standard 17 x 17:

fuel assemblies is ena: One optimized assemblies have smaller fuel red

diameters. This results in increased heat flux, cecreased fuel roc

heat capacity, and cecreased coolant velocity. These effects could

reduce the safety margins for postulated accidents and transients.

Provide cuantitative and cualitative cifferences in fuel benavice

resulting fecm a limiting accident and transient for :ne standard

anc c::imi:ec 17 'x 17 fuel assemblies (wny does :ne actimizec 17 x 17

fuel assemcly resui: in nigner peak ciac :emcera:ure?) .
,

RESPONSE TO QUESTION 212.4

The improved (cptimized) 17x17 fuel is optimized from a fuel cost as:ect
on ly. Both the fuel pellet and clad outer diameters are smaller than
the 17 x 17 standard fuel. This results in snaller fuel volume, less
surf ace heat transfer area and larger core flow area plus a larger core
fluid volume. 3y design the optimized fuel operates at the same average
fuel temperature as the standard 17x17 fuel. This leads to the
following fuel characteristics which effect LOCA.

_

1) Stored Enercy - Less for the 17x17 optimized design and thus is a
LOCA benefit.

2). Volumetric heat ceneration rate - Greater for the 17x17 optimized
design as is 'a LOCA penalty.

3) Heat Transfer Area - Less for 17x17 optimized fuel and is therefore
a LOCA penalty.

4) Core Flow' Area and Core Fluid Volume - Larger for 17x17 optimized
and is a LOCA penalty.

5)' Hydraulic Diameter - Larger for 17x17 optimized fuel and is a LOCA
-penalty'for single phase. force convection heat transfer coefficients.



.

.

.

6) FLECHT Heat Transf er - Smaller 17x17 optimized fuel 0.D. results in

improved FLECHT heat transfer coefficient whicn is a LOCA benefit.

The peak clad temperature impact of these LCCA parameters has not been
determined on an individual basis but the overall peak clad temperature
(FCT) impact fecm the combination of items 1 through 6 results in a ?CT
penalty of between [ ].+ Items 1 through 6 will now be +(a,c'

discussed in more detail.

Stored Eneroy

Storec energy has cnly a smali effect a PCT since PCT cccurs curing the

reflood period, whicn is later in time, and long af ter the stored energy
was removed during bicwdown. Thus stored energy is a negligible benefit

for 17x17 optimized fuel.

Volumetric Heat Generation Rate

The larger volumetric heat generation rate results in a larger adiabatic
_

' eat up rate resulting in a penalty during the refill part of the tran-
sient when only radiation heat transfer is taken into account.

Surf ace Heat Transfer Area

The smallG717x17 optimized clad outer diameter leads to a snaller sur-
f ace area for heat transfer and thus higher clad temperatures are
needed to remove the decay heat.

Core Flow Area and Fluid Volume

The smaller optimized fuel rod 0.0. leads to larger core flow areas and
This has the largest impact en core reflood velocities.fluid volumes.

The larger ficw area and volume reduces the inlet flooding velocity and

this reduces the FLECHT heat transfer coefficients.

- ._ _
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Hycraulic Diameter

ine larger hycraulic ciameter will reduce for:ec convecticn nea: tr ans-_

~

fer coefficients, for the same mass flux, :y accut [ 3.- This (a,

is another penalty for 17x17 cotimizec fuel.

-- ,. , ... .

c ,. : Cn. .. . .nea irans,, er ucer:1clents:

- , - . . , . . -. - --...

r' :Cn... cata shcws a bene,.1: rcr sta,t t er r:c cl ameters. ine r,.:.ni nea:

transfer benefit fcr c::imizec fuel anen c:::arec :: stancarc ruet. is
. . .

~

accut ( 3- basec cn a::r:vec me:necs f:r extracciatin; the ( a '; '

. LECHT heat transf er correlation. This results in a FCT benefit f r the:

ncn-UMI analysis given in '4 CAP-95CO of a: cut E 3.- ~(a,c)

_ . _ _ _ . _ _ , _ .. ._
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As recuested in Reguia ory Guide 1.70, :rovice :ne folicwing parameters212.5

in Table 15.0-3: hot channel coolant ext: :emcerature, maximum centeriine

fuei tem:erature, reactor coolant system inven: cry, feecwater ficw rate,

C'/CS flow and boron concentration, and control roc worth.

RESPONSE TO OUESTION 212.5

Table 15.0-3 is to be used for an overview of initial input conditions
and not meant to be all inclusive, Each Chacter 15 transient list rele-
vant input parameters in the form of accident assumptiens. An all

inclusive list of initial input parameters contains items which are not
,

relevant to only specific event. Therefore these assumptions are

handled en a case by case basis for all Chapter 15 analyses. These

relevant assumptions / inputs are provided in the text.

.

.
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212.5 section 15, page 2-1, states: "The foliewing core design criteria shali

_
be me: curing normal plant c; era: ten: a. ONER shall be grea:er nan cr

equal c 1.17." This technical s:ecifica:icn :ermits plan c: era:icn at

ccnditions fer-anien a CNSR of 1.17. ccuid exit. Mcwever, all Ciu::er 15

transient analyses assumed a minimum CNER of at least 1.3. Please explain

:nis a: parent discrecancy since the safety analyses are incensis en: witn

ne stated coeration. -

RESPONSE TO QUESTICN 212.5

:

Safety Limits, as defined by 10CFR 50.36 (c) (1) (i) (A) are, ". . .
limits upcn important process variables which are found to be necessary
to reasonaoly protect the integrity of certain of the physical barriers
which guard against the uncontrolled release of radicactivity. If any

safety limit is exceeded, the reactor shall be shutdown. The Ticensee
shall notify the commission, review the matter and record the results of
the review, including the cause of the condition and the basis for cor-
rective acticn taken to precluce reoccurrence. Cperaticn shall not be

resumed until authorized by the Ccamission. "In compliance with this

requirement Westinghouse has historically provided (and the NRC histori-
cally approved) limits en two basic parameters, DNBR and RCS pressure.
>s noted in NUREG-0452 Rev. 3, for typical Westingncuse Cesigns, the
limits to prevent DNB are provided as figures and as noted in the bases
fcr this requirement operatien-within these limits precludes ONER values
of l es s than .1. 30. WCAP-9500 section 16.2.1.1 is intended to satisfy
the same requirements by providing limits on equivalent parameters. To

further clarify this intent the wording to 16.2.1.1 bcs been acdified as
follows: "The following core design criteria shall se met during (n)
loop operation: "where1(n) loop operation is define'd as 4 loco operation
for a fcur loop plant, 3 lcop operation for a three lcop plant, etc. It

is believed that this change removes the ambiguity notec in the question
and the addit'icnal-informatien requested is no lenger necessary.

, , -
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RES?ONSE TO OUESTION 212.7

Tne Stancarc Review Plant s::ecifically nas encsen several transients
anica muse c' e ana.tycec witn and withcut cr . .s; .e ?cwer availacle. iwo

. .. . . . .

examples of these specifically notec transients are the steamline break
and the feedline break. Other transients such as ccmolete Less of Ficw

.. and-Station Blackcut also include effect of Loss of ?cwer to the
reacter c clant puros. Loss or. 0 ,.r. . site >cwer is censicered in s. cticn

. .

e
.

.-

,cr all transients where spectrica:.iy recuirec.1: ... . . .

.his is res::ensive.
4

to the SRP and acknowledges that assu=ed Loss of Offsite ?cwer is no:

required r.or transients ,cr wn.. .icn the ccnse cences are less limiting,
.

than those discussed above.

.
d

., , , y - --e p , - -
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Table 15.1-2 lists a series of ecui: ment required to function in the
event

212.3
'/erify that every equipment required to ocerite isof a steam ifne break.

safety grade or that its failure would not result in unacceptacle coc<e-

cuences.

RESPONSE TO 00ESTION 212.8

Of the pieces of equipment or systems noted in Table 15.1-2 all are
required to be safety grade with the exception of the service water and
component cooling water systems. While the:e two systems are not speci-

fically noted as being safety grade there is sufficient redundancy in
the systems to assure proper operation as required, i.e., both systems

are sat up such that there are at least three 50% of full design load
cap;oility pumps and heat exchangers for each system with the pumps
supplied by safety grade power supplies (loaded on emergency diesels if
necessary). In the event of a rupture of a main steamline and assuming

the plant is not on RHR, one component cooling water pump and heat
exchanger and one service water pump are sufficient to carry the heat
loads generated by operating safety grade equipment.

:
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212.9 Section 15.4.8.3 addresses the radiological consequence of a postulated

rod ejection accicent. In this section is is stated that the fraction of

fuel melting was conservatively assessed oy assuming a conservative upper

limit of 50 percent of the rods experiencing cladding damage may experience

centerline melting. Justify and quantify the conservatism of tnis assumption.

RESPCNSE TO OUESTION 212.9

For the raciological consequences of a postulated rod ejection accident
(Section 15.4.8.3), it is stated that the fraction of fuel melting was
conservatively assessed by assming a conservative upper limit of 50
percent of the rods experiencing cladding damage may experience center-

line melting. Custify and quantify the conservatism of this assumption.

A complete statement of the assmption is that less then 50% of the fuel
rods experiencing cladding damage (perforation) due to overheating
(caused by DNB) experiences centerline fuel melting. This-is a result
of the inherent rapid f all-off of the peaking f actor ii. fuel rods in
assemblies away from the ejected RCCA location, and the .short length of

time that the fuel rods are in DNt The most limiting conditions
- typically occur in the BOL HFP case, which generally results in maximum

fuel _ centerline melting and has a flatter power distribution than the
zero power cases. A detailed analysis of the BOL HFP case has been
performed for a similar plant, assming a peaking f actor which resulted
inexactly [ ]+ fuel centerline melting at the not spot. Taking +(a,'c

into account the power distribution in the surrounding fuel rods, it was
found that [ 3+ of the fuel rods i.1 the core reached centerline +(a,c
Lmelt at the axial hot spot. This substantiates the conservatism of the
asseption that no more than 5% of the fuel rods experience melting.

. - _ _ _ _
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Cescribe how the sys: ems cnaracteristics for Plan: A anc 3 were cerived-;212.10
5 cften less c:nservakive'

Why are tha cnaracteristics assumed for Plan:

than those used for Plant A? Com:are these characteristics to actual plan
.

- data.

RESPONSE TO 00ESTION 212.10

Plan: "B" (blue pages) systems characteristics were derived frca an
actual plant which is going to use optimized fuel. Plant "A" (white

pages) systems characteristics were chosen to be similar to a proposed
plant but in most cases a bounding value for systems data was chosen.
This conservative approach for plant "A" was taken since i c inccr;or$.tes

the new protection system and it was felt that bounding values should be
chosen to prove the adequacy of- this system.

,
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212.11 Verify cur.undei-standing that WCAP-9500 is not intenced to result in a

generic' approval for N-1 lcop operation.

- RESPONSE TO QUESTION 212.11

WCAP-95CO is not' intended to be an h-1 loop topical . It is not meant to
replace or enhance an existing N-1. loop topical.

1
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212.12 Why is surveillance of the Pressurizer Pressure and the Low Reactor Trip

System Instrumentation not required duirng Mode 2 (as specified in

NUREG-0452)?

RESPONSE TO CUESTION 212.12

Surveillance of Pressurizer Pressure - Low, Pressurizer Water Level -
,,.

High, and Reactor Coolant' Pump Underspeed Reactor Trips is not required
-

_

during operation in Mode 2 because these trip functions are blocked

belcw P-10 (#10f. of Rated Thermal Pcwer). The analyses performed

assuming reactor power below P-10 also assume that these trip functions
are inoperable.

~ ._
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212.1* Yerify our understanding that all tne ccm: uter codes utili:ed in Section

15, with the exception of the LOCTA c de, are identical to tncse used for

the standard fuel designs.

RESPONSE TO OUESTION 212.14

In WCAP-95CO, Westinghouse has not employed the use of any new codes not

previously seen by the NRC. Listed below are several examples of "not

yet" approved codes which have received t cficient NRC review to warrant
their use.

1. WCAP-7907,. "LCFTRAN Code Description"

2. WCAP-7908, "FRACTRAN"

The following extract from McGuire 1/2 SER, ". . . our reviews (of
FRACTRAN. . .and LOFTRAN) have progressed to the point that there is
reasonable assurance that results of analyses dependent on the codes
will not be appreciably altered by any change in method that may be

. required by the staff".

.
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212.15 '4hy aren' t re N-15 tri: :nannels ecaI#:rstec 'areciate'.y af 2" *erCval -

Of leary 'ael? (Suen receval :auses : e 'i .5 signal :: :ecreass., -

s...,..,. .: -- . . . . . ....f ...

.q ; p e.n er. i s .nr.e 6 . rig e t .* . t :e
- .

ne t
.. ..

It is Westinghcuse's intent :: recalibra:e ne 'i-15 Nucisar Ocaer Hign
kw/ft and N-15 Nuclear Pcwer Lcw ONER anytime fuel is reccvec and new

- fuel inserted. This cannot be acccmolished without pla:ing the plan: in
the Refueling =cde. It -is believed that current technica; s:ecifica:icn

recuirements and administrative c:ntr:is previce sufficien assurance
~

tha: trip functicns will be pr cerly calibra:ec. It sn:uic :e notec
that the technical specifications also recuire a daily channel cneck
agatus a pewer calorimetric which also provides assurance :na: tne N-15.

detectcrs are in calibration.

,
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212.15 The tecnnical specifications in C:' toter 15 (page 3/a 3-19) states :nat

the delay time for ECCS injection may be as nign as 27 seconds frca time of

of ECC signai initiation (assuming less-of-offsite ;cwer). Mcweic a e ,

chacter 15 ECCS analyses assumed as 25 second celay in ECCS initiation.

Either reduce the technical specifications to be less than 25 seconds or

.

reanalyze the cha;ter 15 accicents utilizing an ECCS delay time ecual :
-

or greater than 27 seconds.

RESPONSE TO OUESTION 212.16

The SI total response time of 27 secones noted in Table 3.3 4 is based
en sequential loading of Hign Head SI/ Charging pumps, Intermediate Head
SI pumps, and Lcw Head SI/RHR pumps on the diescis. In this loading

sequence the High Head SI/ Charging pumps are up to speed and rated
discharge pressure providing flew before the Intermediate Head SI pumps
are loaded cn the diesels. the Intermediate Mead SI ; umps are up to

s;eed and discharge pressure before the Lcw Head SI/RHR pumps are up to
soeed and discharge pressure by 27 seconds af ter initiation at the sen-

.

sor. This loading sequence results in snall step increases in flow,
i.e., the High Head SI/ Charging pumps ramp up to speed and are previding-

ficw, then the Intermediate Head SI pumps ramp to speed, and finally the
Low Head /RHR ramp up to speed. Thus ficw is being provided by the Hign

He~ad SI/ Charging pumps 17 secor.ds into the event.

The LOCA analyses assume no ficw until 25 seconds into the event when
full flow is assumed frcm one train of pumps. This assumotion is
conservative with respect to the actual ECCS ficw delivered as a result
of the diesel loading sequence.

+
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Section 15, page 2-12, states that the feedwater isolation system is
212.17

activated by coincident signals from high feedwater flow and a low cold
The Low-1 cold leg temcerature set point is

leg temcerature (Low-1).

only 2.5 F lower than nominal.
Accounting for practical limitations

,

U

of instrumentation and control equipment, we believe that the Low-1 level
Justify why tnis set-

would result in unnecessary feedwater isolation.

point would not result in excessive trips or revise the Lcw-1 temcerature

set point to a more-realistic value.'

l

.

RESPONSE TO QUESTION 212.17

The Low-1 T-cold setpoint will be changed to a ncminal setpoint of >
U

550 F and an allowable value of > 547 F. This results in the0
U

nominal setpoint being 7 F below the no load T-cold value of 557 F,U

which is adequate to allow for instrumentation and controller errors and-

in the. approximate temperature range of Tavg-Low-Low for a
'

non-Integrated Protection System plant.

._ _
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212.13 Verify :na: the W-3 CNER corre'..:icn was utili:ec for all LCCA analyses

and :nat One WR3-1 CNSR correlatien was utili:si for all ncn-LCCA transients.
,

RESPCNSE TO GUESTION 212.18

_.

The DNSR correlations utilized in the ncn-LOCA analyses are verified in

colunn No. 6 of Table 15.0-3 of WCAP-9500. This indicates that the W-3
correlatien was utili:ed fer analysis of the. accidental depressurizatien
of the main steam system and for tne stern systen piping #ailure. The ,

WRS-1 correlation was utilized for- all other applicaole non-LOCA
'

transient analyses. The MB.-1 correlation was not utilized for LOCA
analyses. The DNSR correlaticns utilized for LCCA analyses are stated
in the NRC reviewed and approved Westinghouse Apcendix X methodology

. reports, ref erenced in WCAP-9500.
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